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We have studied inclusive A production for Jt f < 1. 0

(GeV/c) in a 50, 000 picture exposure of the 30-inch hydrogen bub-

ble chamber to a 205 GeV/c proton beam. The inclusive A cross

section is, for both CM hemispheres, 2. 60 ± 0. 34 mb. The dis-

tribution of the missing mass of the system recoiling off the A

is compared to that observed in the inelastic reaction p + p -» p +

Anything, and its charged multiplicity is also presented. The

connection between A and diffraction is discussed. We find that

not all A come from the decay of a diffractively-produced state.

The P distribution for the A++ has a slope of (10. 8 ± 1. 6) GeV/c"
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for P — ^ 0. 2 GeV/c . This slope, together with the decay angu-

lar distributions of the A at smal l t ' , suggests a pion exchange

contribution to the inclusive p rocess . We compare the data to the

expectation of a Triple Regge Model with a dominant irir P coupling.

In an analysis of 50, 000 pictures of 205 GeV/c proton-proton in terac-

tions in the 30-inch bubble chamber at the F e r m i National Accelerator Labora-

tory, we have selected, by scanning, those events with at leas t two tracks

having momentum in the laboratory < 1. 5 GeV/c and -where one t rack could

be identified as a proton. After measurement and reconstruction, al l such

tracks were classified by a physicist on the basis of bubble density and cur -

vature as ei ther ir , p or ir par t i c les . The selection is unambiguous in

almost all cases . As discussed by the FNAL-UCLA collaboration which

++ (1)
studied the inclusive A ' reaction at 303 GeV/c, res t r ic t ion of the labora-

tory momentum to 1. 4 GeV/c or less allows full acceptance for all A break-

up angles provided a lso that the four momentum transfer between the target

proton and A , [t ++1, is less than 1 (GeV/c) .

Table I summar izes the number of events we selected in this way for

each charged topology. The c ross section normalization for the event s am-

ple corresponds to 4. 52 jj,b/event. The fraction of events in the exposure

with both slow positive and negative curvature t racks is summarized in Table

II, where it is a lso compared to corresponding data a t 303 GeV/c.

The ptr t pir f and pTr ir effective mass plots a r e shown in Figs . l(a),



l(b), and l(c), respectively. A strong A signal is evident in Fig. l(a),

although the background is also substantial. This signal is slightly enhanced

relative to background after applying a momentum transfer selection 11 |

2
^ 1 (GeV/c) as shown in the dashed histogram. In contrast, there is no clear

A signal and, indeed, the pir mass plot of Fig. lfb) provides a good repre-

sentation of the background under the A peak, as suggested in Ref. 1. This

absence of a clear A signal is at variance with the 303 GeV/c data, and the

results from a 15 GeV/c IT experiment, both of which see a small A sig-

nal. The pir IT mass spectrum of Fig. l(c) shows no obvious structure at

the positions of known N 's except possibly at the N (1688).

Defining the A as any irN combination having invariant mass less

than 1320 MeV and using the hand-drawn backgrounds shown in Figs. l(a)

and l(b), we deduce the following inclusive cross sections:

p + p - A + + + X° 11 A | < 1 (GeV/c)2 1. 30 ± 0.17 mb (1)

p + p - A ° + X++ jt A | < 1 (GeV/c) 0. 14 ± 0.14 mb (2)

These and subsequent cross sections are quoted for one CM hemisphere.

Only 6% of the events contained more than one pir combination with effective

mass in the A interval. The value of 1. 30 ± 0. 17 mb for the inclusive A

production, when compared to the total inelastic cross section of 32. 1 ± 1. 1

mb, implies that 8% of the inelastic events contain a A • The A cross

section is significantly smaller than the 2. 15 ± 0. 25 mb quoted for the 303

GeV/c experiment and is also more than a factor of three smaller tUan the

5 ± 0. 5 mb measured at 6. 6 GeV/c. The A inclusive cross section then
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is not constant but falls as p, ,' between 6. 6 GeV/c and 205 GeV/c.rlab

Experiments on the inclusive proton production reaction

p + p — p + Anything (3)

have shown the existence of a pronounced low-mass enhancement in the mis-

2
sing-mass squared (MM ) distribution, presumably associated with the

Pomeron-exchange diagram shown below:

~ Anythingu

A further interesting result is that the charged multiplicity distribution of

the "Anything" follows that for the reactions

p + p — Anything (4)

at an equivalent CM energy.

Using our data for reaction (1), we can make several interesting com-

2

parisons with these results. First in Fig. 2, we show the MM distribution

for reaction (1). The dominant low mass peak observed for reaction (3) does

not appear, showing that 1=1 contributions to this peak from diagrams cor-

responding to:
E ^ ,

• Anythingu
1= 1



are very small . Using a hand-drawn background, we estimate that no more

than 10 ± 5 events, corresponding to a cross section of 45 ± 22 p.b, could be

ract:

(3)

in the low mass peak for the A reaction, v/heras the diffractive cross sec-

tion for the proton reaction at 205 GeV/c is 2. 80 ± 0. 2 mb.

As will be discussed later, it has been suggested that one-pion-

exchange (OPE) will provide a substantial contribution to the inclusive A

process . Again motivated by results for reaction (3), we compare therefore,

in Fig. 3, the mean charged multiplicity of the X system recoiling from the

A with the equivalent data (solid line) for the reaction

IT p - Anything . (5)

The A inclusive data is in reasonable agreement with that for reaction (5)

although somewhat lower.

We now turn to a more detailed discussion of the connection between

++ ++

the A production and diffraction. A recent comparison of inclusive A

production in ir p interactions at 15 GeV/c with that in pp interactions at

303 GeV/c concluded that all the A a re from the decay of a diffractively-

produced state. A further conclusion of this analysis is that attempts to des-

cribe the inclusive A data for reaction (1) in te rms of an OPE Triple Regge

Model will thus be incorrect. There is clearly a connection between A

production and diffraction. Since from studies of reaction (3), it is known

that diffraction dissociation of the proton is predominantly into low multipli-

city final s tates , we have isolated A production as a function of event

topology. Table III lists these cross sections. The A cross sections are



obtained from the pir mass plots for the individual topologies shown in Fig.

4(a-d) using the hand-drawn backgrounds shown. With our limited number

of events, nopronounced A signal is seen for topologies 5- 8 prongs although

low mass peaking is evident.

Fig. 5 compares the total charged multiplicity distribution of the A

events with both the overall charged multiplicity and the charged multiplicity

coining from the diffractive events. It is clear that the A multiplicity l ies

between the other two, implying that there is not a complete congruence b e -

tween A production and diffraction.

From Table III, we see that not a l l diffractive four-prong events con-

tain a A and, indeed, only two-thirds of the A appear to be fragments

of diffractively-produced s ta tes . An analysis of the 6-prong events

shows that of the 0. 36 mb of diffraction, only 0. 1 ± 0. 03 mb corresponds to

++ ++
events containing a A , whereas the inclusive A production has a c ross

section of 0.45 mb. We conclude then that not al l A a r e the decay products

of a diffractively-produced higher mass system, cont rary to the conclusion

of the MIT group. In fact, on elementary considerat ions, one would not ex-

pect A to come completely from diffractive events any more than say final

state neutrons.

It has been suggested that in inclusive charge exchange processes such

as reaction (1), the OPE process could provide a large contribution to the

inclusive reaction. ' ' In t e rms of the var iables (x, P_) for the A ,



the OPE contribution will be important for x ^ -0. 5 and P small. In particu-

lar, a very sharp rise is predicted in the x spectrum, away from x ^ - 1 .

Alternatively, one should expect the MM distribution to fall rapidly as thresh-

old is approached. The P distribution of the inclusive data for the present

experiment is shown in Fig. 6. There seems to be a change in slope of the

distribution at P ~ 0. 2 (GeV/c ) with the distribution going as exp (-10. 8 ±

1. 6) P for the lower values of P_ . This behavior is characteristic of reac-

tions mediated by pion exchange. As pointed out in Refs. 1 and 9, since t' ~

P /x and since < x > ~ 0. 75 in the present case, one obtains a slope of about

8 using the variable t1. The x distribution of the A (Fig. 7) shows a broad

maximum at x ~ 0. 85 with a fairly rapid fall-off as x approaches - 1 , also

characteristic of OPE. ' Also in Fig. 7, we show the x distribution pre-

dieted for absorptive pion exchange in the triple Regge model. One sees

that only qualitative agreement exists. In addition to the discrepancy noted

in Ref. 9 for x& -0.8 compared to data at 303 GeV, our data do not agree

with the (1 -x) behaviour expected as x approaches the value - 1 . 0. A pos-

sible explanation of this might be in the importance of a ppP term, which

gives an essentially constant contribution to the x distribution.

The Treiman-Yang and Jackson angles of the A decay are shown in

Fig. 8 for the events with P « 0. 1 (GeV/c ). ' An analysis of the moments

of these distributions gives the density matrix elements p . . = 0. 396 ± 0. 042,

Rep , . = 0. 043 ± 0. 042 and Rep- = 0. 027 ± 0. 037 in reasonable agreement

(9)with the expectations of an absorptive one-pion-exchange model (p = 0. 38,



Rep = 0. 06, Rep 3 t = <>• 03).
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Table I

Multiplicity Distribution of Events with Low Momentum Particles

Prong Number 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Events with Proton
and 5? lir identified 7 337 355 327 201 101 37 9 5 1 5

Number of the Above
with 5 1 A++ and with 5 115 133 77 43 21 8 1
It . I « 1.0 GeV2

i pA '

Table II

Frequency of Events with Low Momentum (« 1. 4 GeV/c) Particles*

205 GeV/c

303 GeV/c .

Proton
+ lir +

1057

166

Proton
+ 2u +

203

41

Proton
+ «? 3TT +

44

7

Proton
+ lir

796

150

Proton
+ 2ir

153

32

Proton
+ 3ir

25

3

Events containing both ir and ir " tracks are entered twice.
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Table III

Diffractive and A Cross Sections

Topology <r (Diffractive) mb cr (A ) mb

2 1. 13 ± 0. 10 0. 024 ± 0. 012

4 1.28± 0.08 0.45 ± 0.08

6 0. 36 ± 0. 08 0. 45 ± 0. 07

8 0.02 ±0 .01 0.20 ±0.04

& 10 0 0. 12 ± 0. 04

i Figure Captions

Fig. 1 (a) The pir invariant mass; (b) the pir invariant mass. In both

(a) and (b), the dashed histogram is obtained by requiring ] t j <

1. 0 GeV ; (c) the pir ir invariant mass.

Fig. 2 The missing-mass squared distribution in the reaction pp -• A +

Anything is shown by the solid line with the left-hand scale. The

dashed line applies to pp-*p + Anything and the right-hand scale

applies.

Fig. 3 The mean charged multiplicity of the system recoiling from the

A . The line shows the equivalent data for the reaction ir p —

Anything.

Fig. 4 The pir invariant mass distribution for (a) the four-prong events,

(b) the six-prong events, (c) the eight-prong events and (d) the
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10 or more prong events. In each case, 11 . [ « 1.0 GeV .

Fig. 5 Comparison of the total charged multiplicity in (a) pp — Anything

at 205 GeV/c, (b) pp — diffractive events at 205 GeV/c and (c) pp —

A++ + Anything at 205 GeV/c.

2 ++
Fig. 6 The distribution in P for the A

& ++

Fig. 7 The distribution in x = 2p /<NTS for the A . The curve is taken

from Ref. 9 and is for 303 GeV/c. There is negligible difference

in shape between this and the curve for our beam momentum of 205

GeV/c.

Fig. 8 The distribution in (a) the Jackson angle defined in the rest frame

of the target proton and outgoing A and (b) the distribution in the

Trieman-Yang angle at the target - A vertex.
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